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Jan 10, 2008 In the topic you stated to use the Emblems under the Guilds and Unions tab. This isn't correct. Here is
how to get them . Apr 27, 2007 This is a detailed guide on how to make a Union emblem for rylgaal.. The lowest
Union Level is 2. You can also give money to the people that have "Unions".. Nov 7, 2010 The Union emblem has
two sizes, the small one is 16x32px and the small is 16x32px and the wide one is 32x48px and the wide one is
32x48px.. Apr 21, 2007 Some screenshots of a Union Emblem added to the "Customize UI" > "Advanced" menu..
Here's an example of a Guild emblem with the Union emblem added to the top left.. Jun 20, 2012 There is a way to
get them.. Although it's a little out of date. :/ Mar 29, 2012 Here is how to craft a union emblem.. First of all you
should have gold like 500 million then you buy an item that's 25k gold and 2 gems.. Feb 18, 2007 Here's a new
symbol, just for fun. Mar 23, 2009 Best I know you have to have a union level 5 and guild level 5 and have some
money to buy the emblem.. Mar 30, 2012 Yes, you can make it.. I'll show the process in details in the next post
(making your own union emblem). Feb 18, 2007 Here's a new symbol, just for fun. Apr 15, 2009 You need to level
up the guild and then you have the emblem for it.... But if you are a union leader you can make an emblem for it..
Feb 18, 2007 Here's a new symbol, just for fun. Apr 15, 2009 You need to level up the guild and then you have the
emblem for it.... But if you are a union leader you can make an emblem for it.. Mar 24, 2009 Now i got that guild
emblem and union emblem! i guess i'll have to grind to get the coin to get the next emblem. My guild is level 50, but
guild emblems are only at level 60, will that be a problem? Aug 4
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Thats not a movie! The player must not move, the game will be over in 5 minutes. You can upload any file and
change the size of the emblem. Jul 12, 2009 They say you can make your union emblem look like you made it
yourself.. Guild emblem requires level 5, dunno about the Union emblem level. Silkroad Online Guild And Union
Emblems Download After some testing i saw that turning the union emblem into normal now has the same effect as
the guild emblem if done on the. Jul 8, 2012 Also, there seems to be no mention of how big the emblem has to be, in
pixels and how big the emblem. Jul 8, 2012 Small question about this, I think it's possible to make the number of
guild/union emblem layers to like 8 or so? I don't see where that is mentioned. Silkroad Online Jul 12, 2009 They say
you can make your union emblem look like you made it yourself.. Guild emblem requires level 5, dunno about the
Union emblem level. Silkroad Online Guild And Union Emblems Download Sep 7, 2009 Do you know the thread
number of the guides to make a union emblem? Or is it not required? Sep 7, 2009 I made a union emblem a long
time ago and it was white and I'm tired of having a white emblem so I'd like to have it again. Oct 9, 2008 Гэй, вас
зацікавлены мой вопрос, я думаю вам патрэбна здзьвідальная падказка. About us Silkroad Online Full Version
Jul 8, 2012 Привет, меня заинтригує ваш відповідник, і я думаю, ви повинні знати же запитання. 1cb139a0ed
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